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Welcome!
You may not know that many Strategy & Innovation articles and InnoBlog posts are picked up by
Forbes.com. Sometimes these articles go through interesting transformations, as did last issue's
2009 Year in Preview. Forbes picked up the sidebar to that article, which featured Innosight
partners' quick analyses and predictions for what innovation will look like in a number of
industries in 2009, and made it into this very nice slide show
(http://www.forbes.com/2009/01/16/mcdonalds-ibm-amazon-leadership-claytonin_sa_0116claytonchristensen_inl_slide_2.html).
Thank you for reading Strategy & Innovation, and feel free to forward it along to others who
may be interested. As always, comments and suggestions are welcome – send them to
editor@strategyandinnovation.com.
- Renee Hopkins Callahan, Editor

Innosight News and Events
The Silver Lining Project: How Innovators Lead in a Downturn, an online seminar led by Scott D.
Anthony and offered through Harvard Business Press, 12 to 1:30 p.m., Feb. 11
(http://harvardbusiness.org/conferences#conf1).
The Innovator's Prescription: Critical Conversations to Strengthen the Performance of the U.S.
Healthcare Sector, a one-day program on the future of American healthcare featuring Clayton
Christensen, Mar. 5, Minneapolis Convention Center
(http://www.mastersforum.com/event_mar0509.asp).
Feature Story:

The Advantage of Jobs-Based Market Research
Getting your customers to tell you what you really need to know gets the
most out of your market research dollars
By David Duncan and Rebecca Waber
If, as studies suggest, companies spend $8 billion per year on consumer research, why do 80 to
85 percent of new product offerings fail?

We think companies can do better. The approach we recommend focuses on understanding the
“jobs-to-be-done” (or “jobs,” for short) customers are trying to get done in their lives. The value
of this approach was described by Michael Raynor and Clayton Christensen in their bestselling
book The Innovator’s Solution. The jobs approach works because it focuses the research on
customer problems and the circumstances in which customers encounter them, rather than
focusing on a particular solution a company might be hoping to offer. The jobs approach also
allows for quite detailed insights to be surfaced that can guide specific product and business
model design decisions.
Why your customers aren’t telling you what you really need to know
In our experience, most consumers participate enthusiastically in market research. People are
typically eager to talk about themselves, and focus groups, interviews, and surveys encourage
them — and in most cases, reward them — to do precisely that. However, traditional market
research typically assumes that consumers are able to directly provide the needed answers, and,
despite consumers’ best intentions, this is often not the case.
Many of the reasons for this disconnect between what your customers tell you and what you
really need to know have been described by the fields of psychology and behavioral economics
over the past few decades. For example, we now know that an insidious problem with applying
traditional market research techniques to gain insight on new-to-the-world business concepts
stems from the phenomenon of “cognitive biases,” subconscious mental filters that distort
consumers’ answers to research questions in ways that reduce the value of those answers.
These biases are always a pitfall to navigate in marketing research, but they can be exacerbated
when the research is focused on gathering information about how consumers will act in a
completely new set of experiences.
Market researchers have begun to use some of the insights of psychological and behavioral
psychology to design research in a way that reduces results tainted by cognitive biases. For
example, most market researchers are aware that the specific choices given to a survey
respondent can influence their answers; you can increase the number of people saying they are
willing to buy a $100 rice cooker simply by adding a $200 rice cooker to the choices, even if no
one is interested in the $200 version. (Psychologists might refer to this phenomenon as the
“compromise effect” — people like to choose the “middle” option out of a set).
However, while some common psychological pitfalls that lead to cognitive biases are known and
can be controlled with careful design, others are more difficult to fix within the context of
traditional market research techniques. The main problem is that the “product-centric”
emphasis of much market research does not reflect how customers themselves actually think
about their problems, their lives, and their purchase decisions.
What is needed is a “customer-centric” approach to market research design. The jobs-to-bedone approach provides precisely that, enabling researchers to understand in detail consumer
pain points and thus the broad landscape of possible solutions, rather than a narrow set of
predefined product ideas. Specific solutions can still be tested, but in conjunction with jobsbased understanding, resulting in more reliable insights.

Note that the unique utility of the jobs approach arises from its emphasis on asking the right
questions to uncover the right information about the market, and not from employing any
specific market research techniques. In fact, the jobs approach can be implemented using any of
the traditional market research techniques, including interviews, focus groups, surveys, and
ethnography.
How jobs-to-be-done overcomes hidden customer biases
The jobs-to-be-done approach frames the problem of understanding the customer as a quest to
identify and characterize the fundamental problems (the “jobs”) customers are trying to solve in
their lives, for which they are seeking to “hire” products. This framing reflects the fact that
customers don’t typically care about purchasing a product as an end in itself. Rather, as a
problem arises in their lives that they need to solve, they look around for a product best suited
to solve it.
The jobs customers are trying to solve might be satisfied to varying degrees by products and
services currently available, or they might be completely unaddressed by any currently available
product or service. Important yet unsatisfied jobs provide fertile grounds for innovation.
Contrast this method of framing customer insights with the product-centric or needs-based
approaches used by many companies. Simply testing the appeal of a specific product can miss
real opportunities if the product being tested does not have the right set of features and
tradeoffs. Consumers might still react negatively to a particular product even if it is oriented
toward solving highly important, unsatisfied jobs-to-be-done, if the test is framed in a productcentric way. This could result in missing a big market opportunity. However, framing the
questions around jobs gets at the root causes of product purchases, and researchers are thereby
able to decouple the root cause from any specific product.
The jobs approach also elicits more detailed and actionable information than typical needsbased approaches. It broadens the aperture of jobs explored beyond just functional ones to
include emotional and social jobs, which are often as or more important than the purely
functional jobs. It surfaces detailed information on the “hiring criteria” customers use when they
evaluate different options for getting a job done, which provides important guidance on the
specific features responsive offerings must possess.
The jobs approach also gives primary consideration to the circumstance in which a customer has
a particular job, i.e. where, when, with whom, and while doing what a customer faces a
particular problem. A customer might have the exact same job in two very different sets of
circumstances (e.g., “at home” vs. “on-the-go”), and these can provide very different innovation
opportunities. Finally, it helps companies to evaluate specific product designs to determine
which best satisfies a consumer’s jobs.
We’ll illustrate the advantages of the jobs-to-be-done approach by showing how it overcomes
three common examples of cognitive bias in market research: anchoring, emotional biases, and
demand effects.
Anchoring

Research participants often “anchor” their responses to whatever informational influences are
at hand. Just as a real anchor keeps a boat in place, cognitive anchors can tether consumers’
answers to recent information presented, and this can impact research results substantially.
Most often, this anchoring influence will not be present in a real purchase situation — and
therein lies the problem.
Anchoring manifests itself in many ways in traditional market research. Questions intended to
probe product appeal often use the method of calling out and explaining particular product
features, then asking respondents to rate these features or the product itself. For example, a
respondent might be told about a shampoo’s new scent, and then asked to rate shampoo
products containing it. Unfortunately, calling out the scent can cause this feature to be overweighted in ratings and decisions made during the latter part of the survey.
Anchoring is particularly problematic when it comes to numbers. Since people often have a
weak frame of reference for new products, any numbers appearing in a survey can strongly
influence subsequent numeric responses — even seemingly benign, profiling data such as the
number of items purchased in the last year.
For example, mentioning that a competitive product costs $5 strongly limits the amount a
respondent might indicate they’d be willing to pay for a new product. These results both impede
the predictive value of the survey and limit a company’s ability to envision new business models
or price points. If Whole Foods, Apple’s iPod, or premium bottled waters had been shackled to
industry price norms, they would have foregone significant value. And yet, traditional research
techniques could have led them down this path due to the anchoring problem.
Framing a study around jobs-to-be-done minimizes the impact of anchoring. Asking about a
consumer’s jobs-to-be-done before asking about specific new product ideas — the jobs that the
new product is intended to satisfy — enables the researcher to first understand the nature of
the unsatisfied job in a research context not clouded by price or product anchoring. Specific
insights can be gleaned as to what that consumer feels the characteristics of a potential jobsatisfying solution would be. Product concepts can then be developed out of these insights, and
subsequent concept testing can include more specific, product-testing questions that are more
prone to anchoring bias. This combined approach — and sequencing — enables a more
accurate, comprehensive understanding.
Emotional biases
For decades, research on how people make decisions focused almost exclusively on the role of
reason and thought. More recently, it has been widely acknowledged that emotions play a
critical role in the decision-making process. Despite this, market research questions tend to
focus heavily on exploring functional aspects of products and services. While this information is
important, it is incomplete — the overall puzzle also contains emotional and social pieces.
Even when market research does probe emotional dimensions, the questions are often
formulated poorly. For example, people are often asked to “associate” or “rate” a product or
brand according to different emotional descriptors. This usually becomes a very academic
exercise. After all, how “happy,” “optimistic,” or “proud” does your toilet paper make you feel?
These associative techniques are also completely irrelevant for new product categories with

which a consumer has no experience and with which he or she has not yet established an
emotional connection.
On the other hand, social and emotional jobs are involved in the choice of nearly all products
and services. Why does someone buy a particular computer? Functional characteristics like
speed and memory are of course important, but, for example, people might also “hire” the
Macintosh brand to fulfill an emotional job (e.g., the job of feeling fun and creative) and a social
job (e.g. the job of conveying a “cool” image-to others). The jobs-to-be-done approach uncovers
the actual social and emotional factors that lead to purchase decisions, rather than trying to
force-fit a possibly nonexistent emotional connection to a particular solution.
A related market research challenge stems from the inability of people in the neutral,
unengaged emotional state in which one ordinarily takes a survey to predict how they might feel
and act in a more relevant emotional state, such as the “enthusiasm state” they are more likely
to experience when contemplating buying a product, or the “frustration state” of having an
unsatisfied job-to-be-done.
In such cases, respondents may be unable to respond accurately even if they wanted to,
because they simply don’t know the “right” answer. The jobs methodology enables researchers
to “emotionally prime” respondents by having them imagine the circumstances within which
they would encounter a particular job-to-be-done, thus prompting the actual emotional state
they would likely be in when making a purchase decision.
Demand effects
Survey respondents often modify their answers due to the influence of the survey-taking
experience itself. As consumers go through a survey or interview process, they pick up
information (or imagine that they pick up information) about the researcher’s agenda,
objectives, and desired answers. The corresponding assumptions they make can impact how
they respond.
This is somewhat analogous to manifestations of the Heisenberg Uncertainty Principle in
physics, in which the very act of observing a particle’s state prevents the physicist from
accurately characterizing it. For example, if a survey asks about cars with a particular focus on
BMW models, the respondent may accurately deduce that this is a survey conducted on behalf
of BMW, and their answers may be different than if they perceived the survey was by, say, Kia.
Demand effects come in many varieties. A common one is the respondent’s sense of what the
research is about and what kinds of answers are “expected.” If the respondent has a clear
framework for understanding the purpose of the study, they can reply “on auto-pilot,” without
thinking too deeply about the true answer.
For instance, suppose you are asked “what’s your favorite restaurant?” You may have an
automatic, standby answer, but it’s likely been a while since you really considered this deeply
and re-evaluated your answer to see if your preferences have changed as you’ve aged or tried
new places. Similarly, many market research studies, by focusing on the product, make it easy
for a person to respond with an “auto-pilot” answer that is not necessarily the most accurate
one.

Another common demand-effect trigger is the desire of respondents to be helpful, which may
result in their trying (consciously or not) to provide the answers they perceive the researcher
wants to hear. The opposite behavior (being purposely obstinate) is also possible, particularly
when the respondent has experienced some perceived annoyance or insult while going through
the survey.
Incentives built in to the particular survey platform can also be a problem: a respondent may
answer in such a way to pass the screener and be able to take the survey, particularly if their
reward for completion is high. Finally, respondents may answer hastily and without careful
thought, simply to get the survey over with.
While demand effects occasionally lead to deliberate deception, it is more common for them to
result in responses inadvertently “nudged” in undesired directions. Thus, simply demanding that
the person be more “honest” is futile – and may even be counterproductive.
The jobs-to-be-done methodology reduces demand effects, again because of its overall framing
through the lens of the consumer’s actual life and problems — decoupled from a particular
product, industry, or company. In jobs-based lines of questioning, people are simply talking
about the problems, hopes, and pains in their own life, subjects they know intimately well. Thus,
the jobs approach is able to reduce implied norms and assumptions in behavior related to
specific products. In this way, the survey is able to determine the consumer’s agenda, not
reinforce the company’s agenda.
Conclusion
Successful market research elicits accurate answers to questions that are critical to a company’s
business objectives. But just because you know what you need to know, it doesn’t mean that
you can find it out by asking consumers directly. It’s not that people aren’t honest — rather, the
way people actually make decisions involves a complex array of factors, including many
unconscious cognitive biases, as the above examples illustrate.
The jobs-to-be-done methodology offers a powerful means to minimize and even overcome
these biases, thereby getting more accurate — and more actionable — results.

Sidebar: Testing the Flying Toaster Concept
To illustrate how the jobs approach differs from traditional techniques, consider a fictitious
example. Suppose you are considering launching a completely new-to-the-world product,
inspired by computer screensaver graphics of yesteryear: a flying toaster. You have concluded
that the product is technologically feasible, and believe that there is a market for it.
However, a number of fundamental questions remain: What is the best set of features for the
product? How large is the true market size? And how much would people be willing to pay for
it? To answer these questions, you diligently design and launch via the Internet a quantitative
survey to potential consumers.

The table below illustrates the difference between how the questions would be framed in a
traditional survey approach versus the jobs-based survey approach, and describes the
advantage the jobs-based approach has in meeting the research objective.
Research objective
Which product
features should our
flying toaster possess?

Who are our
competitors?

Traditional survey
questions
“Some toasters only
toast bread; others can
also toast bagels. How
important it is it that
your flying toaster can
toast bagels?”

Jobs-based survey
approach
“How important is it
to prepare food
quickly? To have
fresh-tasting food? To
eat food at home?”

“Which brands of
toasters would you
consider purchasing?”

“What products do
you/could you use
today to prepare the
foods you want for
breakfast? How
satisfied are you with
them?”

How large is the
demand for our
product?

Imagine a product that
could toast bread, and
also fly. [Image
included]. “How likely
are you to buy this
product?”

How should we price
this toaster?

Regular toasters cost
$40. Would you pay
$60 for a flying
toaster?

(perhaps microwaves
are a more important
competitor to toasters
for these jobs)
Start with a set of
questions on Jobs
potentially addressed
by the product to
understand if the Jobs
exist and are
unsatisfied. Then
move to more direct
purchase intent
questions, and
interpret them in the
context of the Jobs
landscape.
First investigate
willingness to pay to
get specific Jobs done;
then move to pricerelated questions
linked to more
familiar products that
would be in the real-

The jobs advantage
Singling out the
problem of bageltoasting may
temporarily
increase its
perceived
importance
Focusing on current
or potential
solutions to the job
shows that the
competition is
much broader than
just toasters

Direct purchase
intent questions
alone are likely to
yield inaccurate
answers, especially
for very new
products. An
understanding of
how prevalent the
underlying Job is
provides a critical
triangulation point.
People’s answers
will be affected by
the set of their
choices and recent
comparisons made.

world set of
competing products

Disrupt-O-Meter: Twitter
Yet another high-traffic Web 2.0 business tries to figure out where the money is
By Renee Hopkins Callahan
Distributing software free or making a web application for free as a means of building an
audience that can then be monetized has its roots in the time-honored tradition of freely
distributed print publications that make their money from ad sales. Google, MySpace, and
Facebook all make money in this way. Twitter, the micro-blogging service that looks like a
standalone version of Facebook’s “status update,” is another such company. Started in 2006,
Twitter has managed to gather around 6 million users (a smaller percentage of them regular
“twitterers”) to its free service.
Twitter hasn’t developed any revenue streams or a business model to date, though that is
reportedly going to change this year. Twitter’s founders have so far been running the company
on $22 million in venture capital. Despite co-founder Evan Williams’ comments last November
that he did not want to take more funding in 2009 in the face of an economy that has venture
firms requesting larger amounts of equity in response to declining start-up values, the company
made a deal for another $20 million in funding last week, which brings its total valuation to $250
billion.
So, we wonder, is Twitter well-positioned to drive disruptive success?
CUSTOMER

People who desire an easy means of one-to-many communication

SOLUTION

Web interface that allows for 140-character messages, plus replies, private
direct messages, and search

BUSINESS
MODEL

Currently free so as to build up audience (now just under 6 million); plans to
develop revenue streams in 2009

COMPETITIVE
Facebook, blogging, plus me-too services like Yammer cropping up
LANDSCAPE
Likely Outcome: Potentially disruptive, though if Twitter doesn’t develop revenue streams soon,
may simply be purchased by another company
One thing Twitter cannot do is maintain its status quo. There are no large direct competitors for
Twitter, and it seems unlikely that another large company would build a Twitter competitor
rather than just buy Twitter. However, Twitter now has a host of me-too imitators, and firstmover status isn’t always an advantage. For example, neither Google nor Facebook nor LinkedIn
was first in its respective space, nor was the iPod the first MP3 player. The first Twitter-like
company – Yammer, for instance, which charges companies for closed employee networks – to
actually figure out how what service they could offer that customers would value enough to pay
for could potentially kill Twitter.

So Twitter essentially has two potential outcomes: be acquired as a sustaining application for
another company looking to build engagement, or develop a compelling, possibly disruptive
business model on its own.
Considering the first outcome, potential suitors might include Google, Yahoo, or Facebook. A
Facebook/Twitter merger has been discussed, and makes sense, since Twitter is essentially
Facebook’s “status updates” feature, untethered from Facebook and available by SMS text
message (there is a free Facebook application that allows Facebook users to populate their
Facebook status updates with their Twitter “stream”). Last fall Twitter reportedly turned down a
purchase offer from Facebook for $500 million, although the sticking point wasn’t necessarily
the idea itself but the valuation of the Facebook stock that was being offered in return.
The second outcome offers much more interesting possibilities. Just two weeks ago, Twitter
filled its first-ever business development position. Where should that person begin in
developing revenue streams?
The most obvious answer for a Twitter revenue stream is Google AdWords-like ad sales on
Twitter users’ profile pages and against search results. However, founder Evan Williams has said
he’s averse to an advertising model.
If non-advertising-based revenue streams are indeed desired, the place to begin is with an
understanding of the value Twitter holds for its customers. In other words, what jobs is Twitter
fulfilling for its users? Back in December, I conducted a highly unofficial online poll of just over
100 Twitter users to ask them what Twitter was displacing for them. Facebook, isolation, email,
and news media were all among the top results, although “Other” also ranked high. Reading into
the open-ended comments, “Other” included “Craigslist, real conversation, sleep, PR, media
gatekeepers, eating, and writing my dissertation.” Twitter could create a pay-for-service offering
that specifically solves any of these.
Twitter could explore ways of charging companies to reach its users or use the site to gather
feedback on their products. Twitter could also charge companies that use Twitter as a channel
to advertise deals via “tweets” – Dell has said it made $1 million in revenue in 2008 through its
Twitter channel.
Twitter is just now beginning a process of integrating search on the home pages of some of its
users, a move that could lead directly into an advertising model.
There has been some speculation as to why Google and Yahoo have not attempted to set up a
specific Twitter search (currently the only way to search Twitter is at search.twitter.com).
Conceptually, Twitter search amounts to a real-time news search, which is quite powerful and
would be attractive for advertisers. It’s hard to imagine that Google would not want the
opportunity to add Twitter searches to its AdSense network. It’s also hard to imagine how, if you
had a web property with valuable content not already indexed by Google, you would not want
to sell advertising there.
Meanwhile, the number of things my informal survey suggests that twitter might potentially
displace, and the very breadth of revenue ideas being kicked around in the blogosphere and on

Twitter itself, indicates real disruptive opportunities to develop a compelling business model.
The discussion
cussion includes a large variety of features and analytics that Twitter
er could add and
charge for, and two different “come up with a business plan for Twitter” contests.. In fact, the
most disruptive ideas may be somewhere down in the comments on one of those blog posts.

EMERGING TECHNOLOGY WATCH: Flexible Electronics Devices Becoming More Feasible
The New York Times reported recently that South Korean scientists say they have made a
significant advance toward the development of flexible electronics devices that might be used in
“smart” clothing or in foldable displays that could make reading news online more like reading it
in print. The researchers described a technique for making stretchable thin electrodes out of
graphene, a single-layer
layer sheet of carbon atoms. In addition to being nearly transparent and
having excellent electrical characteristics, the films are unaffected by bending or stretching. And
the researchers say the process is scalable, so relatively large films can be made.

From the InnoBlog:
Libraries Get the Job Done for Job
Job-Seekers
Due to the ongoing recession, a lot of people have a new job — job-hunting.
hunting. Finding a job has a
lot of components, and in today's world many of them require a computer and a working
Internet connection. Many people have these at their home, but another place these amenities
can be found, and for free, is the library. So it was no surprise to read today in the Wall Street
Journal that “Folks Are Flocking to the Library, a Cozy Place to Look for a Job.”According to the
article, the library provides a job
job-seekers
seekers a solution succeeds along all three of the dimensions
dim
that, according to our JOBS methodology, must be present to constitute a perfect solution:
functional, emotional, and social.
PlentyofFish.com Founder Makes Plenty of Money From Disruption
A couple of years ago I first heard the story of Markus Frind, the founder of dating website
PlentyofFish.com who, it was said, worked about an hour a day on his site and was making
$10,000 a month. That was annoying enough. Now, a recent profile of Frind in Inc. magazine
says Frind works an hour a day and brings in $10 million a year. I bring this up not to annoy you,
but to point out that
at Frind has built his fortune mainly by following the disruptive playbook. His
“blueprint,” as he described it to Inc.: “Pick a market in which the competition charges money
for its service, build a lean operation with a 'dead simple' free website, and pa
payy for it using
Google AdSense.”
New: Innovation Links Posts
We've started posting once or twice a week annotated links to various news and blog items of
interest in the innovation world. Since the last Strategy & Innovation was published, these sets
of links have been posted:
January 12, January 16, and January 21
Strategy & Innovation is published by Innosight, whose consulting and training services help
companies createe new growth through innovation. Building on the disruptive innovation
frameworks developed by our founder, Harvard Business School professor Clayton Christensen,
Innosight's approach and proprietary tools facilitate the discovery of new, high
high-growth
growth markets
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